Programme title: Bastei-Collections
Genre: TV Movies / Love & Romance
Episodes: 6 x 90'
Rights: Worldwide
Description: Translated into 15 languages, the romance novels of the 'Bastei' publishing house are international best-sellers, and this cycle of TV movies vividly transposes their unique atmosphere and emotional impact to the small screen.

Programme title: Busting the Berlin Wall
Genre: Documentaries / History & Biographies
Episodes: 2 x 52'
Rights: Worldwide
Description: For 28 years, the Berlin Wall split a city in two and divided a nation. Many GDR citizens developed spectacular plans to overcome the Berlin Wall. This documentary examines the most daring escapes, and interviews many eyewitnesses.

Programme title: Stauffenberg - The True Story
Genre: Documentaries / History & Biographies
Episodes: 1 x 52'
Rights: Worldwide
Description: What turned an aristocratic German general into the mastermind of an assassination attempt on Hitler? This film examines the latest research on the German Resistance.

Programme title: Verdict Revised
Genre: Series / Crime & Suspense
Episodes: 12 x 45'
Rights: Worldwide except Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Iceland, Lithuania, Slovakia
Description: Markus Haglund and his class of four students take on the cases of convicted felons who claim they're innocent. They review the cases, appeal and often get the prisoners freed - but are the acquitted really innocent?